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CliftonStrengths® Discovery: 
Your Unique Strengths
INSTRUCTOR-LED COURSE

Living your best life begins when you tap into your unique talents. Gallup’s 
CliftonStrengths Discovery: Your Unique Strengths course provides insights that 
will change the way you work and will impact the rest of your life. You will learn 
how to identify what you do best and how to maximize your potential by using 
your CliftonStrengths.

Gallup research proves that people succeed when they focus on what they 
do best. When they use their strengths, people are more productive, perform 
better and are more engaged. The challenge is that people often take their most 
powerful talents for granted, and many are not fully aware of them.

Who Should Attend 

This program is for individuals who want to reach their full potential by using their 
natural talents.

What You Can Expect

During this course, participants will discover their natural talents. They will learn 
how to focus on their strongest talents and will learn strategies and techniques 
to begin developing their talents into strengths. 

During this course, participants will:

• discover how to make a difference by doing more of what they naturally 
do best

• get insights into their innate talents by working with their CliftonStrengths 34 
results report

• learn how to develop their greatest talents into strengths

• acquire tools and insights that will help them apply their strengths to achieve 
greater productivity, engagement and happiness

Professional Credit Hours

Participants who successfully complete this course can earn professional credit 
hours from ICF (3.25 hours), SHRM (3.25 hours) and HRCI (3.25 hours). For more 
information, contact CEU@gallup.com.

Program Format

This half-day course is 
available in two instructor-
led formats:

• in-person course

• virtual via Zoom

Prerequisites

Complete the 
CliftonStrengths 
assessment

Course Overview

Your CliftonStrengths

Putting a Name to Your 
Talents

Claim Your Power and Edge

Aim Your Talents at 
Excellence

We can combine this course 
with the CliftonStrengths 
Discovery: Strategies for Your 
Success course as a full-day 
offering. We conduct courses 
at Gallup locations worldwide. 
Gallup can also deliver this 
course at your location 
for groups of 15 or more. 
Visit http://courses.gallup.com 
for upcoming dates, locations 
and tuition information, or 
contact inquiries@gallup.com 
for additional information.
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CliftonStrengths® Discovery: Your Unique Strengths Packet 

The CliftonStrengths Discovery: Your Unique Strengths packet translates decades of Gallup research about 
talents, strengths, individual performance and personal development into a valuable set of tools to help individuals 
learn more about their talents. The packet also provides numerous ways for people to practice using their talents in 
their work and life.

CliftonStrengths® 
Discovery
Your Unique 
Strengths
PARTICIPANT WORKBOOK

CliftonStrengths Discovery: Your Unique Strengths Workbook 

This workbook guides participants through course activities and experiences. Individuals can 
use the workbook to explore, test and refine their notions about their natural talents and how 
to bring them to life every day. Through the course and this workbook, participants get simple 
conceptual strategies, new techniques and thought-provoking questions to help them turn 
their talents into strengths.
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R  Adaptability®
R E L AT I O N S H I P  B U I L D I N G

People exceptionally talented in the Adaptability 
theme prefer to go with the flow. They tend to be 
“now” people who take things as they come and 
discover the future one day at a time.

I am a here-and-now person
I will react with immediacy to the 

immediate

I love spontaneity

I dislike predictability

I bring a willingness to follow the lead 
of change

I need present pressures that demand an 
immediate response

Metaphor

Like a river, go with the flow

Discovery 
Cards

CliftonStrengths Discovery Cards Deck

This set of cards is a learning tool participants can use to start developing their 
talents by examining the subtle differences and distinct power among their dominant 
CliftonStrengths themes.

LISA ANN | 12-30-2019

Your CliftonStrengths 34 Results
You are uniquely powerful. Your distinct CliftonStrengths 34 profile sets you apart from everyone 
else. This is your talent DNA, shown in rank order based on your responses to the CliftonStrengths 
assessment.

Use this report to make the most of your strongest CliftonStrengths themes, navigate the rest and 
maximize your infinite potential:

• Read and reflect on your results to understand what you naturally do best.
• Learn how to apply your strongest CliftonStrengths every day.
• Share your results with others to create stronger relationships and improve teamwork.

STRENGTHEN

1. Responsibility
2. Relator
3. Maximizer
4. Learner
5. Analytical
6. Developer
7. Individualization
8. Focus
9. Empathy

10. Self-Assurance

NAVIGATE

11. Futuristic
12. Connectedness
13. Belief
14. Input
15. Arranger
16. Achiever
17. Intellection
18. Competition  
19. Harmony
20. Deliberative
21. Activator
22. Adaptability
23. Communication
24. Positivity 
25. Consistency
26. Command
27. Significance
28. Ideation
29. Discipline
30. Includer
31. Strategic
32. Woo
33. Context
34. Restorative

You lead with Relationship 
Building CliftonStrengths 
themes.

 E XECUTING
themes help you make things 
happen.

 INFLUENCING
themes help you take charge, speak 
up and make sure others are heard.

 REL ATIONSHIP BUILDING
themes help you build strong 
relationships that hold a team 
together.

 STR ATEGIC THINKING
themes help you absorb and analyze 
information that informs better 
decisions.

RE AD “ IDENTIFY YOUR 
UNIQUE CONTRIBUTION:  THE 
CLIFTONSTRENGTHS DOMAINS” 
SECTION TO LE ARN MORE  
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CliftonStrengths 34 Report

The CliftonStrengths 34 results report gives an individual a ranked listing of their most 
dominant natural talents — the ways in which they most naturally think, feel and behave.

Lisa
Ann

Responsibility

Relator

Maximizer

Learner

Analytical

CliftonStrengths® Discovery

M Y  S I G N A T U R E  T H E M E S
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One of my top five CliftonStrengths themes and how I will use it 

more intentionally:

One goal for using my 

talents in this theme 

starting tomorrow:
One goal for building on 

my talents in this theme 

over the next six months:

Commitment Card 

Participants use this card to capture their commitments to transfer their learning and insights 
into practical application of their talents in their work and life.

Digital CliftonStrengths Resource Guide

This powerful resource provides participants with a deeper understanding of each of the 34 
talent themes that the CliftonStrengths assessment identifies. The guide includes theme 
descriptions, action items and insights into the power of each theme. Participants can use this 
guide to better understand their talents so that they can practice using them.


